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A science festival in pubs near you! 
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Mon 19th May: Mental Health: Breaking the Stigma 
 

Tues 20th May: Understanding Stroke: Brains on Fire 
 

Wed 21st May: The ups and downs of sleep and biological clocks 
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The Albert Club, Didsbury, M20 2PA 
Tickets £2.20 via tinyurl.com/albertclub  

Mon 19th May - Mental Health: Breaking the Stigma 

We've all experienced the feeling of being unwell with the accompanying trips to the GP, time off work and 
medication. Coughs and colds are common and well understood, but what happens when our minds become unwell? 
One in four of us will be affected by mental illness, the effects of this are no less real than a bout of the flu, but are 
often much harder to understand. Despite the extent of mental health problems, those affected still experience 
stigma and discrimination – a burden which can be even worse than the symptoms themselves. This evening, join Dr 
Rebecca Elliott and mental health experts from the University of Manchester for an evening of discussion where we 
hope to break down barriers and challenge stigma. 

Tues 20th May - Understanding Stroke: Brains on Fire 

Wed 21st May - The ups and downs of sleep and  
   biological clocks 

Have you ever wondered why it's so hard to function when you just wake up or what really drives us to spend almost 
a third of our lives tucked up in bed? This evening we will address these questions and more as we explore the ups 
and downs of circadian biology. Join Professor Andrew Loudon and Dr Penny Lewis from the University of Manchester 
as they take us on a journey through the mysterious landscape of circadian rhythms and sleep. We will explore what 
makes our biological clocks tick, how our hectic 24-hour lifestyle affects our internal rhythms, how snoozing is vital to 
our memories and uncover the difference between morning larks, night owls and the indecisive humming bird with a 
live science experiment! 

In collaboration with: 

With around 152,000 strokes occurring in the UK every year, it's never been more important for us to understand the 
ins and outs of this devastating condition. As part of the Stroke Association's Science Stroke Art project, speakers from 
the University of Manchester and the Stroke Association will give us a window into the brain and the lives of stroke 
survivors. Professor Stuart Allan will introduce the workings of the brain, how strokes occur and what makes them so 
destructive. A real highlight will be provided by stroke survivor and nurse Christine Halford and her daughter Natalie 
who will offer moving first-hand accounts of what happens when a carer becomes the cared for. We will have an 
interactive activity provided by the wonderful artist Amanda McCrann to bring together a fascinating night of 
information and discovery. 

‘Matters of the Mind’ 

Sponsored by 


